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Gain a comprehensive understanding of the principles that guide human communication in a fast-paced, ever-changing world. The Communication major prepares students for a wide variety of careers, graduate school, or law school. The program promotes the technical, creative, and critical-thinking skills necessary to become a professional in the field. It also assists students’ personal, professional, and civic development to prepare them to become citizen-leaders in their communities.


Concentration Areas
You have the flexibility to select the area of focus that's the best fit for your career aspirations.
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Relational Communication
Students in this emphasis are fascinated by the interrelationships of people. Those connections can be personal or professional, and in individual, group, or organizational settings. The study of Relational Communication prepares students to work with people, such as careers in counseling, consulting, management, or ministry.
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Corporate Communication
The study of Corporate Communication focuses on interactions in the workplace. Students in this emphasis learn how businesses communicate with different internal and external stakeholders. This track prepares students for possible careers in human resources, management, or consulting.
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Strategic Communication
Strategic Communication as an emphasis area privileges external audiences. Students learn the ways organizations communicate with customers, stakeholders, and the public. Potential careers include public relations, event planning, advertising, or social media management.
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Argument and Speech
The study of Argument and Speech emphasizes teaching and coaching communication. In this emphasis, students learn the performative aspects of communication, how to construct effective arguments and public presentations, and how to explain these concepts to others. The track is for students interested in becoming educators and speech and debate coaches, attorneys, and communication consultants.
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Activism and Advocacy
The Activism and Advocacy emphasis teaches students the tools of persuasion as a means to serve the multiple communities to which they belong. Whether through politics, social movements, organizing, or volunteerism, students learn the communication strategies activists employ to launch and maintain campaigns to make their community a better place. Careers include working in political campaigns, community organization, working for non-profits, and the law.




Career Paths





Explore Career Outcomes

Explore Internships



Featured Courses




Family Communication


Study communication within the setting of the family in a variety of cultures to better understand how people develop, maintain, enhance, or diminish family relationships.




Introduction to Public Relations


Explore the principles and methods used by individuals and institutions to communicate to their respective publics. Attention is also given to critically examining those methods.





Digital Video Production


Learn about the essential theories and the aesthetic principles of the art and craft of digital video production that materialize through the experiential laboratory tools of lighting, cinematography, sound, editing, and scriptwriting.





Rhetoric of Women's Rights


Examine discourse, written, spoken and mediated, that is related to attempts by women to achieve economic, political, and social rights equal to men’s.





Intercultural Communication


Survey of the nature, processes, and consequences of communication between individuals and groups from different cultures and/or subcultures. Learn to recognize and evaluate the behavioral, communicative, political, and ethical consequences in such interactions.





Social Media


Examine the ever-changing uses of social media and their effects on their audiences and on the process of human communication.





Communication Law


Explore principles relating to freedom of expression and the press, laws or regulations that directly restrict or enhance information gathering and message dissemination in mass media, the American legal system; and the differences between law and ethics.





Student  Opportunities
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Practice while you learn! You can explore the fields of communication as a member of one or more departmental organizations.
Write for The Index, the student newspaper (online and print). Host a radio show on KTRM-FM. Produce news packages or promotional videos with KTRM Studios. Create an advertising campaign for a local organization with the Ad and PR Club. Promote communication as a discipline when you join Lambda Pi Eta, the national Communication honor society. Got a sense of humor? Do stand-up comedy with UpChuckles.
In the Department of Communication, new experiences await you.
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Meaningful Outcomes
Alumni of Truman's communication program value the breadth of experience and knowledge they obtain. Learn how graduates apply the versatility of this discipline to a variety of different career realms.
See what communication graduates are doing now




Our Facilities





Housed in Barnett Hall, the Communication Department has facilities and equipment that allow communication students to run a radio station, TV studio, newspaper, and travel magazine. You can get involved starting your first year.


Reach out to us on social media!




@CommunicationAtTSU



@COMMatTSU



COMMatTSU



COMMatTSU





Explore Related Programs
Social Issue Advocacy Major
Communication Minor
Political Communication Minor
Political Science and International Relations Minor
Public Administration Minor



Explore All Academic Programs

Schedule A Visit

Apply
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Truman State University is an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer.
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